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hawaaa hawaai is all about ordinary people. those who cross our paths every single day, but we barely glance at them. neither do we have the time or inclination to think of their existence. it's the story of willpower and determination. and it highlights the triumph of the human spirit in the wake of adversities. it makes you realize
that those who dream have the power to move mountains. it's about ambitions and finding the hero within. the technical brilliance and the movie's melodramatic moments come out of nowhere. amole is a master at using the smallest of nuances to create interesting scenes. there are some beautifully shot scenes and also some
dramatic moments that show the director's proficiency in his art of storytelling. but in the end, the film veers away from melodrama and becomes a romantic comedy. the problem with hawaa hawaai is that it doesn't possess the power to sustain you throughout the film. the journey is captivating, the acting is robust, but the
emotional quotient isn't there. it's a jigsaw puzzle with no picture. the characters are two-dimensional. the story could've been bigger. amole seems to be gilding the lily. but his expertise in storytelling and his command over emotions are still unmatched. you can't help but admire the filmmaker. what makes hawaa hawaai different
is its wonderful performance by the kids. this is the first film in india that has given a voice to the ordinary child. the kids on the sets speak their hearts out and the truth is that the characters emerge from them in a very realistic way. saqib saleem's lucky is the star turn. his lucky is a character who is doing the right thing, but is
never allowed to thrive. amole gupte has a knack of creating a character who is good at doing the right thing, but is always held back by circumstances. saqib sells his character with his expressive eyes, his body language and his endearing interactions with his friends.
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however, if you're looking for a gritty, high-octane action film, you're probably going to be disappointed. the film is more realistic, more human than that. it's a film about the guts and resilience of the human spirit. it's about perseverance and the power of will. hawaa hawaai is a little film with a big heart. hawaaa hawaai is about
ordinary people, who are not known to the public. the film brings them into focus. it is about determination and willpower. it gives us a glimpse into the lives of these people. and it shows us that not all dreams have to be a pipe dream. hawaa hawaai is about goals and achieving them. it's about the will to succeed. the film is

definitely a must watch. it's a refreshing change from the usual crowd of mindless, laughter-inducing, violence-laced films. we're used to watching films of a different kind. but for once, we're looking for something extraordinary. and hawaa hawaai comes as a breath of fresh air. if you're looking for a decent entertainer, hawaa hawaai
may not be up your alley. it has a slow start and one can easily get bored. but as the film progresses, the pace picks up. by the time the roller coaster ride ends, you'll be cheering for the hero and the heroine. the performances are all good. amitabh bachchan, in particular, makes a great performance as an industrialist. hawaaa

hawaai film also features makarand deshpande, saqib saleem, harishchandra waghmare, amole gupte, partho gupte. the film is about the life of arjun waghmare, who takes up the job at a tea stall after his farmer-father's demise. a chance encounter with lucky, a coach, who trains young kids in rollerblading, and arjun aka raju starts
dreaming of learning the sport. 5ec8ef588b
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